How can SAP® solutions enable you to change the game?

SAP solutions allow higher education and research institutions to enhance education and learning, effectively managing student academic success and offering compelling learning to drive advancement through graduation, on a fully integrated, constituent-facing platform empowered through advanced analytics for real-time management.

What do SAP solutions help customers do?

**Student lifecycle management**
- Create engaging opportunities, extend learning beyond classrooms, and empower student interactions.

**Teaching and learning**
- Plan scalable and adaptable courses delivered through multiple and varied channels.

**Learning achievement measurement and tracking**
- Analyze student performance, highlight challenges, and provide clear and timely guidance.

**Educational performance analytics**
- Adjust plans and resources to accommodate changing expectations and academic situations.

What are the benefits?

SAP provides a comprehensive set of higher education and research solutions for students, teaching, and learning that deliver superior functions and service through:

- Faster academic monitoring and management
- More-personalized self-service applications with customizable user interfaces
- Stronger student-to-student and student-to-faculty social-learning interaction
- Increased student retention and graduation rates
- Enhanced reputation and ranking

Why SAP?

SAP solutions digitally transform institutions with connected processes for a variety of industry value chains by integrating horizontal lines of business with higher education and research solutions on premise, in the cloud, and through mobile devices.

Key facts

- +83% Operational efficiency
  - With improved transaction processing in core applications*
- +29% Active reporting
  - Where stakeholders actively engage with analytics and insights*

Customers

- Universidad de los Andes

Learn more

- Visit us online
- Benchmark your performance
- SAP Solution Explorer

*SAP Performance Benchmarking